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We des ribe a ma ro for introdu ing \partial fun tions" into
ACL2, i.e., fun tions not de ned everywhere. The fun tion \de nitions"
are a tually admitted via the en apsulation prin iple. We dis uss the basi issues surrounding partial fun tions in ACL2 and illustrate theorems
that an be proved about su h fun tions.
Abstra t.

1 Example Results
We des ribe a ma ro named defpun for introdu ing \partial fun tions" into
ACL2. We put quotation marks around \partial fun tions" for te hni al reasons:
ACL2 is a logi of total fun tions. If f is a fun tion symbol of one argument then
(f 0), say, denotes some value. The question is whether the axioms spe ify what
that value is. By \partial fun tion" we mean a fun tion whose value is spe i ed
on a subset of ACL2 obje ts. ACL2 provides the en apsulation me hanism [2℄
for introdu ing onstrained fun tions. Our defpun ma ro expands into various
en apsulations and an be thought of as a onvenient way to introdu e ertain
kinds of onstrained fun tions.
Like defun, defpun adds an axiom equating a all of a new fun tion symbol
to some term, usually involving re ursive alls. Like defun, our ma ro preserves
the onsisten y of the logi . It works by re ognizing several spe ial ases and
dealing with ea h in a spe ial way. The main hallenge in using en apsulate
to introdu e a new fun tion symbol is to generate a witness fun tion satisfying
the desired axiom. In some ases the user supplies hints as to how to establish
onsisten y.
Here are several examples of partially de ned fun tions admitted under our
ma ro. Ea h falls into a di erent spe ial ase. After these examples we will
present a more thorough dis ussion of the issues and te hniques.
(defpun offset (n)
(de lare (xargs :witness fix))
(if (equal n 0)
0
(+ 1 (offset (- n 1)))))

The event above adds the axiom that (offset n) is equal to (if (equal n
0) 0 (+ 1 (offset (- n 1)))). Observe that if you tried to add this axiom
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with defun it would fail be ause no termination proof is possible. Indeed, what
is the value of (offset -3)?
Here is a partial fun tion that is uniquely de ned on a spe i ed domain. The
\g" in :gdomain stands for \guarded" and insures that the equation is losed
on the domain. We dis uss this issue later.
(defpun quot (i j)
(de lare (xargs :gdomain (and (rationalp i)
(rationalp j)
(< 0 j))
:measure (quotm i j)))
(if (<= i 0) 0 (+ 1 (quot (- i j) j))))

The axiom added is that (quot i j) is equal to (if (<= i 0) 0 (+ 1 (quot
(- i j) j))), provided i and j are rational and j is positive. From this axiom
one an dedu e that (quot 27 9) is 3 and (quot 22/7 1/3) is 10. But one
annot dedu e values for (quot 27 0) or (quot 1 -1).
Here is a famous fun tion that has terminated on all the examples ever tried
[7℄ but that has not yet been proved to terminate for all natural numbers.
(defpun 3n+1 (n)
(if (<= n 1)
n
(3n+1 (if (evenp n)
(/ n 2)
(+ (* 3 n) 1)))))

The spe ial ase re ognized for the admission of this equation is that it is tailre ursive. A neat observation of this paper is that it is always possible in ACL2
to exhibit a witness for any fun tion \de ned" tail re ursively.
An important appli ation of this prin iple is illustrated by ma hine interpreters. Suppose that haltedp re ognizes \halted states" in some ma hine model
and that step1 is the state transition fun tion. Then the following fun tion is
admissible.
(defpun stepw (s)
(if (haltedp s)
s
(stepw (step1 s))))

Observe that (stepw s) \runs state s to termination" if a halted state an
be rea hed by repeated step1s. The value of (stepw s) on states that do not
terminate is unde ned by this axiom.
With stepw one an state and prove \ ode orre tness" theorems in ACL2
without de ning or reasoning about \ lo ks."
In addition, one an de ne the equivalen e relation
(defun == (a b) (equal (stepw a) (stepw b)))

whi h holds between two terminating states pre isely when they terminate in the
same state. The states before and after the exe ution of a primitive instru tion
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are related by this equivalen e. One an arrange for ACL2 to use these equivalen es as rewrite rules to run programs symboli ally without using a lo k to
ontrol the expansion. More interestingly, one an prove theorems establishing
su h an equivalen e between a state poised to exe ute a subroutine all and some
state eventually produ ed by that all. Su h a theorem an be used in subsequent proofs pre isely as though the subroutine all was a primitive instru tion
that ompleted in one step.
This paper fo uses on defpun. Our main obje tive is to make it a essible to
the ommunity by dis ussing the issues related to partial fun tions and by illustrating some of their logi al onsequen es. The most important issue is logi al
onsisten y: defpun must not render the logi in onsistent. Another important
issue is uniqueness, or at least uniqueness on some domain of interest: does the
axiom des ribe one fun tion or many? In our dis ussion of these issues, we introdu e many partial fun tions and use ACL2 to prove theorems about them and
the equations that onstrain them. We believe this is a good way to drive home
the \logi al onsequen es" of ertain de nitions.
We basi ally ignore some important pragmati issues in this paper, su h as
the details of the implementation of defpun, how ACL2 is on gured to make it
prove theorems about su h fun tions, and the role of exe ution or omputation
on expli it values. We expe t defpun and its pragmati onsequen es will evolve
as the ACL2 ommunity explores the logi al onsequen es. The urrent de nition
of defpun and all of the results ited in this paper are available from the Web
pages of the authors [4, 6℄.

2 Consisten y
ACL2 has a de nitional prin iple for a good reason: it is easy to render a logi
in onsistent by adding axioms purporting to de ne nonexistent fun tions. Consider g below. Intuitively, it returns a list of n nils.
(defun g (n)
(if (equal n 0) nil ( ons nil (g (- n 1)))))

The defun is inadmissible be ause no termination proof is possible. De ning
this fun tion in Lisp and exe uting (g 3) would produ e (nil nil nil). Exe uting (g -3) or (g 1/2) would produ e a nonterminating omputation and,
ultimately, a sta k over ow.
So mu h for the omputational use of this equation. What about the logi al
use? Suppose we add the equation as an axiom.1
(defaxiom g-axiom
(equal (g n)
(if (equal n 0) nil ( ons nil (g (- n 1)))))
:rule- lasses :definition)
1

Before this axiom an be added, we must de lare g to be a fun tion symbol of one
argument, with defstub. We omit su h details in this paper.
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The :rule- lasses tells the system to use the equality as it would a fun tion
de nition.
Among the ni e onsequen es of this axiom is the following theorem, where
natp re ognizes natural numbers.
(defthm len-of-g
(implies (natp n)
(equal (len (g n)) n)))
Unfortunately, another onsequen e of g-axiom is the theorem nil! That is,
the logi is in onsistent after the addition of the axiom. (Nil an be proved
by rst proving the lemma that, for all negative integers n, (len (g n)) is
greater than any natural number k. This lemma an be proved by indu tion
on k. Instantiation of this lemma, repla ing k by (len (g -1)) and n by -1

ontradi ts the irre exivity of the less than relation.)
Too keen a xation on ACL2's de nitional prin iple leads to the on lusion
that we get into trouble when we add axioms des ribing nonterminating re ursions. But the truth is that we get into logi al trouble only if no fun tions satisfy
the axioms we add.
Not all nonterminating re urren es are unsatis able. Clearly, no harm would
ome in adding the axiom shown below.
(defaxiom undef-def
(equal (undef x) (undef x))
:rule- lasses nil)
If nil ould be proved after adding this axiom, it ould be proved before, by
rst de ning undef to be, say, ar, proving the theorem
(defthm undef-def
(equal (undef x) (undef x))
:rule- lasses nil)

and using that theorem whenever the previously added axiom was needed in the
proof of nil.
ACL2's en apsulation me hanism allows the addition of axioms onstraining new fun tion symbols provided one an show that su h fun tions exist by
exhibiting witnesses in ACL2. Here is how undef-def ould be added.
(en apsulate (((undef *) => *))
; De lare the signature of undef,
(lo al (defun undef (x) ( ar x))) ; provide a witness, and
(defthm undef-def
; prove that the witness has the
(equal (undef x) (undef x))
; desired property.
:rule- lasses nil))

Indeed, this is the ma ro expansion of the form
(defpun undef (x)
(de lare (xargs :witness ar))
(undef x)
:rule- lasses nil)
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We have seen two extremes here: g-axiom over onstrains the new symbol so no
fun tion satis es it, while undef-def is e e tively un onstrained: any fun tion
of one argument satis es its axiom.
This paper explores the middle ground. We address ourselves to su h questions as, When is it safe to add an axiom des ribing a nonterminating re urren e?, How many fun tions satisfy the axiom introdu ed?, and What properties
of the new fun tion symbol an be derived from the axiom with ACL2?

3 Witnessing Equations
Re e tion on how we derived a ontradi tion from the axiom for g|namely
its role in the onstru tion of an in nite list|may suggest that the following
equation will also lead to a ontradi tion.
(defaxiom h-axiom
(equal (h n)
(if (equal n 0) 0 (+ 1 (h (- n 1)))))
:rule- lasses :definition)

When n is a natural number, (h n) is n. But the re ursion does not terminate
otherwise and appears to be building an in nite sum of 1s. Perhaps we an prove
that for all negative numbers n, (h n) is greater than any natural number k, in
stri t analogy with our lemma about g?
However, h-axiom is satis able and an be witnessed by the fun tion fix,
whi h is the identity fun tion on the ACL2 numbers and is otherwise 0. Thus,
the following partial fun tion is admissible.
(defpun h (n)
(de lare (xargs :witness fix))
(if (equal n 0) 0 (+ 1 (h (- n 1)))))

The axiom added by this event is named h-def. From h-def it is possible to
prove
(defthm h-is-id-on-naturals
(implies (natp n)
(equal (h n) n)))

by natural number indu tion on n.
So the fun tion des ribed by h-def is the identity fun tion on the naturals.
But is it ne essarily the identity fun tion on all of the ACL2 numbers? The
answer is no. Consider the following fun tion, whi h is obviously not the identity
fun tion.
(defun h22/7 (n)
(if (natp n)
n
(+ 22/7 n)))
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It is possible to prove
(defthm h22/7-satisfies-h-def
(equal (h22/7 n)
(if (equal n 0) 0 (+ 1 (h22/7 (- n 1))))))
whi h establishes that the fun tion h22/7 satis es the equation \de ning" h.
Thus, at least two fun tions satisfy h-def. In fa t, an in nite number of fun tions
satisfy h-def.
As the theorem h-is-id-on-naturals shows, h-def is uniquely de ned on

the naturals. But on the negative integers, any fun tion that adds a numeri
onstant to its argument satis es h-def. The rationals o er a more interesting
domain. Consider hv below.
(defun hv (x)
(if (integerp x)
x
(if (rationalp x)
(+ (floor x 1) (arbitrary- onstant (mod x 1)))
(fix x))))

This is the identity on integers and omplex numbers. But ea h non-integer
rational is mapped to its integer part plus an arbitrary onstant determined by
its fra tional part. Hv satis es h-def.
What have we learned from h-def? First, re urren es that appear to build
in nite obje ts may be satis able. The key to the satis ability of h-def is that
the negative numbers exist. The re ursive all of h an yield su essively smaller
values to ountera t the addition by 1. The analogous onstru tion with ons
does not o er this option be ause we do not have \negative lists."
Se ond, an equation may be viewed as a omputational rule, but su h a view
may not suggest the fun tions that satisfy the equation. Su h a view of h-def
suggests the value must be a positive integer: the fun tion either returns 0 or one
more than the value of a re ursive all. But this reasoning is indu tive. In fa t,
we have seen that the fun tion \might" return a negative or fra tional value. By
that we mean there are fun tions satisfying this equation with su h behavior.
Any theorem derived from su h a \partial de nition" must be true of all su h
fun tions.
Third, a satis able partial de nitional equation may de ne a unique fun tion
or a family of fun tions and the family may be in nite.
Here is a nonterminating equation that de nes a unique fun tion.
(defpun z (x)
(de lare (xargs :witness (lambda (x) 0)))
(if (zip x)
; x is not an integer or is 0.
0
(* (z (- x 1))
(z (+ x 1)))))

Normal evaluation is nonterminating. But we an prove
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(defthm z-is-0 (equal (z x) 0)).

Here is a nonterminating equation that is satis ed by exa tly three fun tions.
(defpun three (x)
(de lare (xargs :witness (lambda (x) 1)))
(if (equal x nil)
(let ((i (three x)))
(if (and (integerp i) (<= 1 i) (<= i 3))
i
1))
1)
:rule- lasses nil)

As we have seen, g-axiom (above) is satis ed by no fun tions and h-def
(above) is satis ed by an in nite number of fun tions.

4 Domains
We have seen that g-axiom is in onsistent.
(defaxiom g-axiom
(equal (g n)
(if (equal n 0) nil ( ons nil (g (- n 1)))))
:rule- lasses :definition)

We next onsider how to restri t this equality with a hypothesis to insure that
at least one fun tion satis es the equation.
Below is a formula that looks like g-axiom but has a hypothesis restri ting n
to be a natural number. We have hanged the name of the partial fun tion from
\g" (whi h does not exist) to gnat.
(defaxiom gnat-def
(implies (natp n)
(equal (gnat n)
(if (equal n 0)
nil
( ons nil (gnat (- n 1))))))
:rule- lasses :definition)

Here is a fun tion that satis es this formula.
(defun gnat (n)
(de lare (xargs :measure (if (natp n) n 0)))
(if (natp n)
(if (equal n 0)
nil
( ons nil (gnat (- n 1))))
'undef))
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The body of gnat is an IF-expression that rst tests if n is a natural number.
The true lause of that IF is the expression on the right hand side of the desired
equality. The false lause is the arbitrarily hosen onstant 'undef. The measure
used to admit this defun also tests if n is a natural number. After gnat is
admitted, gnat-def an be proved. Put another way, we an use en apsulate
to onstrain a symbol gnat to have the gnat-def property, using the defun above
as the witness for that onstraint. That en apsulate is the ma ro expansion of
our defpun ma ro on the following.
(defpun gnat (n)
(de lare (xargs :domain (natp n) :measure n))
(if (equal n 0)
nil
( ons nil (gnat (- n 1)))))

Observe that in this use of defpun the :domain expression is the hypothesis
restri ting the equality of (gnat n) with its body. The required :measure expression must produ e an ordinal that de reases in all re ursive alls whenever
the :domain expression holds.
This implements two features frequently requested by ACL2 users. The rst
request is \Give us a way to de ne a fun tion on a spe i ed domain without
spe ifying its value o that domain." The se ond request is \Permit the measure
to assume that the arguments are in the spe i ed domain."
The axiom added by a :domain-restri ted defpun spe i es nothing about the
fun tion o the given domain and the user is responsible for inventing a measure
that ACL2 an prove de reases on the domain in question. As illustrated by
the in onsisten y of g and the onsisten y of gnat, the domain is ru ial to the
existen e of a satisfying fun tion for the axiom.
But is there a \natural" de nition of the domain for a given equation? A
losely related question is whether the fun tion satisfying a :domain-restri ted
axiom is unique. If the domain is not t, the answer is no: any fun tion that
satis es the axiom on the domain an be extended so as to assign arbitrary
values o the domain. Ea h su h extension satis es the axiom, so in general there
are an in nite number of fun tions that satisfy a :domain-restri ted axiom. But
perhaps all the satisfying fun tions agree on the spe i ed domain.
To explore the questions of what is the \natural domain" and when is the
fun tion unique on the spe i ed domain, we onsider another version of g. Perhaps surprisingly, we an restri t this equation to a domain that in ludes some
negative integers and still nd solutions to the equation.
(defpun gsev (n)
(de lare (xargs :domain (and (integerp n) (<= -7 n))
:measure (+ 8 n)))
(if (equal n 0)
nil
( ons nil (gsev (- n 1)))))
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Observe that the only di eren e between the equations of gnat and gsev (aside
from the names of the two fun tions) is the domain.
Consideration of gsev and the admission argument for the witness fun tion
shows that we an widen the domain of \g" to in lude any nite number of
negative integers and still produ e a model. In every ase, the value of the new
fun tion is unspe i ed outside the given domain, as desired. In what sense then
is there a \natural" domain for this equation?
Consider (gsev -7). Sin e -7 is in the domain, (gsev -7) is spe i ed by
the axiom and is, in fa t, ( ons nil (gsev -8)). We do not know what (gsev
-8) is, sin e -8 is outside the domain. But be ause ACL2 is a logi of total
fun tions, (gsev -8) is something. Imagine that it is .2 Then the values of
gsev are shown in the Figure 1.
x (gsev x)
-7 (nil . )
-6 (nil nil .

::: :::

)

-1 (nil nil nil nil nil nil nil .
0 nil
1 (nil)
2 (nil nil)

)

::: :::

Fig. 1.

Sele ted values of gsev

Observe that some of the values of gsev on its domain are dependent upon
its unspe i ed value o its domain. The :domain spe i ed for gsev is not losed
under the re urren e in gsev-def. Consequently, the in nite number of fun tions
satisfying the axioms do not agree even on the spe i ed domain. For ea h way
of hoosing (gsev -8) there is a di erent fun tion on the spe i ed domain that
satis es the axiom.
Defpun addresses this on ern by supporting another sense of domain, spe i ed with the keyword :gdomain, whi h is an alternative to :domain. The \g"
stands for \guarded" and we all the expression the \guarded domain expression." When a guarded domain expression is provided, defpun makes that expression the :guard of the witness fun tion and generates the proof obligation
of proving that the guards are satis ed. If this proof is su essful, then we know
the re ursion is losed on the guarded domain. A onsequen e of this fa t, when
ombined with measure theorems for the domain, is that the onstrained fun tion is equal to the witness on the guarded domain. This often means that the
fun tion is unique on the guarded domain.
2

In the witness used to admit gsev-def, is 'undef, but that hoi e of onstant was
arbitrary and any analogous fun tion satis es gsev-def.
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In the defpun for gnat we ould have used :gdomain instead of :domain.
That is, the re ursion is losed on the naturals. Had we used :gdomain, the
ma ro expansion would have been as shown below.
(en apsulate
nil
(defun the-gnat (n)
(de lare (xargs :measure (if (natp n) n 0)
:guard (natp n)
:verify-guards nil))
(if (natp n)
(if (equal n 0)
nil
( ons nil (the-gnat (- n 1))))
'undef))
(en apsulate ((gnat (n) t))
(lo al (defun gnat (n) (the-gnat n)))
(defthm gnat-def
(implies (natp n)
(equal (gnat n)
(if (equal n 0)
nil
( ons nil (gnat (- n 1))))))
:rule- lasses :definition))
(defthm gnat-is-unique
(implies (natp n)
(equal (gnat n) (the-gnat n))))
(in-theory (disable gnat-is-unique))
(verify-guards the-gnat))

Observe that the witness fun tion (the-gnat) is de ned non-lo ally, has (natp
n) as its :guard and has its guards veri ed. Observe that the onstrained fun tion (gnat) is not spe i ed o the domain and is shown to be uniquely de ned

on the domain.
There are three rough edges around this implementation of defpun. First, to
generate the body of the-gnat we have to explore the untranslated body in the
defpun, substituting the-gnat for gnat. This means our handling of ma ros in
the body of a partial fun tion is in omplete. We have built in ertain ommon
ones like ond and let. Se ond, one annot use guarded domains unless all the
fun tions in the onstraint have had their guards veri ed. Te hni ally speaking,
guard veri ation enfor es more than we need to ensure losure of the domain.
Finally, to verify the guards of the witness, the user may need to provide some
lemmas about the witness and we have provided no means in defpun to provide
these lemmas. A workaround we use is to de ne the witness and prove the desired
lemmas before the defpun. When the defpun is exe uted, its de nition of the
witness is redundant.
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5 Tail Re ursion
Re all g, the nonexistent fun tion whose \de ning axiom" is in onsistent, and
h, whose de ning axiom is onsistent. The former applies ons to the value of
the re ursive all, while the latter applies +. We see that the satis ability of the

equation is a e ted by how the equation uses the value of the re ursion. Consider
then the lass of equations where no fun tion is applied to the re ursion, i.e.,
the lass of tail re ursive equations. Undef is a pathologi al example of a tail
re ursive fun tion and we have seen that it is satis able. Can a tail re ursive
axiom be in onsistent?
The answer is no. It is always possible to produ e a witness for a tail re ursive
equation. Suppose test, base, and st are arbitrary fun tions of one argument.
Then, exploiting the rst-order power of ACL2, we an provide a witness to the
axiom generi -tail-re ursive-f.
(defaxiom generi -tail-re ursive-f
(equal (f x)
(if (test x) (base x) (f (st x))))
:rule- lasses nil)

To onstru t a suitable witness f, rst de ne stn to ompute (stn x).
(defun stn (x n) (if (zp n) x (stn (st x) (1- n))))

Then let (f h x) be an n su h that (test (stn x n)), if su h an n exists ((f h
x) is not unspe i ed otherwise). The te hni al expression of this in ACL2 is
(def hoose f h (n) (x) (test (stn x n))). F h need not return the smallest su h n, just any n that is suÆ ient. Next, de ne
(defun fn (x n)
(de lare (xargs :measure (nfix n)))
(if (or (zp n) (test x))
(base x)
(fn (st x) (1- n))))

whi h applies st n times or until test is true, whi hever o urs rst, and nishes
by applying base. It should be fairly obvious that the following fun tion satis es
generi -tail-re ursive-f.
(defun f (x)
(if (test (stn x (f h x)))
(fn x (f h x))
nil))

We have just given an outline of an en apsulation that exports generi -tail-re ursive-f as the only onstraint on a new fun tion symbol f. Test,
base, and st are un onstrained. The defpun ma ro is de ned to re ognize tail
re ursive equations and to generate a fun tional instantiation that exploits generi -tail-re ursive-f to produ e a witness to the desired tail re ursive
equation. We exhibited several tail re ursive uses of defpun in Se tion 1. For
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the details of the admission pro ess, in lude defpun.lisp in your ACL2, exe ute
a simple example of a tail re ursive fun tion, and use :pe to inspe t the generated
en apsulate.
Here is a tail re ursive version of fa torial admitted as a partial fun tion.
(defpun trfa t (n a)
(if (equal n 0)
a
(trfa t (- n 1) (* n a))))

Su h an axiom might be produ ed by the me hani al translation of an imperative
program into its \fun tional" semanti s. Its value o the natural numbers is
unspe i ed by the axiom. We an prove
(defthm trfa t-is-fa t-on-nats
(implies (and (natp n)
(a l2-numberp a))
(equal (trfa t n a) (* a (fa t n)))))
where (fa t n) is the usual ACL2 fa torial fun tion.

As noted in Se tion 1, perhaps the most important use of tail re ursive fun tions is the traditional ACL2 \state ma hine interpreters." Let step, in the TJVM
pa kage, be the step fun tion for the toy Java Virtual Ma hine des ribed in [5℄,
whi h is based on Cohen's formalization [1℄ of Sun Mi rosystem's JVM [3℄.
It is not ne essary to understand the TJVM work to understand our use of
partial fun tions in it. But to give you a feel for the ma hine, we dis uss it brie y.
A TJVM state is a triple onsisting of a all sta k, a heap, and a lass table.
We onstru t su h states with make-state. The all sta k is a push down sta k
of frames, ea h frame orresponding to the a tivation of some method. A frame
ontains a program ounter, the byte ode for the method in the frame, a variable
binding environment for the formal and lo al variables of the method, and a sta k
on whi h the method pushes operands and results during its omputation. The
heap is a map from heap addresses, alled referen es, to instan e obje ts, whi h
themselves are maps from lasses and elds to values (whi h may be referen es).
The lass table is a map from lass names to eld names for the instan es of
that lass and method de larations des ribing the methods of the lass.
Here is a re ursive Java method implementing fa torial.
publi stati int fa t(int n)f
if (n>0)
freturn n*fa t(n-1);g
else return 1;
g

Below we show the ompilation of the fa t method. In the left olumn is the
byte ode for our TJVM. On the right is the JVM ode generated by Sun Mirosystems' Java ompiler.
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("fa t" (n)
(load n)
; 0 iload 0
(ifle 8)
; 1 ifle 12
(load n)
; 2 iload 0
(load n)
; 3 iload 0
(push 1)
; 4 i onst 1
(sub)
; 5 isub
(invokestati "Math" "fa t" 1) ; 6 invokestati ...
(mul)
; 7 imul
(xreturn)
; 8 ireturn
(push 1)
; 9 i onst 1
(xreturn))
; 10 ireturn

We are here imagining that the "fa t" method is in the "Math" lass. Of spe ial
interest is the semanti s of the Java byte ode instru tion invokestati (and
its ousin, invokevirtual, whi h is formalized in TJVM but not used in this
example). When the invokestati instru tion is exe uted by step, the state
is hanged to one in whi h an additional method a tivation frame is pushed on
the TJVM all sta k, poised to ontinue exe ution with the rst byte ode of
the appropriate method body, in the appropriate variable environment. When
an xreturn instru tion is exe uted, that frame is popped o the all sta k and
ertain results are transferred to the operand sta k of the next lower frame. This
on ludes our brief dis ussion of the TJVM.
In the TJVM pa kage, we an introdu e the partial fun tion stepw shown
below.
(defpun stepw (s)
(if (haltedp s)
s
(stepw (step s))))

Here, (haltedp s) is de ned to be (equal s (step s)). We say a state, s,
halts if there is an n su h that (haltedp (stepn s)). If s does not halt, then
the value of (stepw s) is unspe i ed. Just to drive home this fa t, we make
some obvious observations. We do not know (stepw s) is a state. If it is a state,
we do not know that it is halted or whether it is related in any sense to s. In
parti ular, (stepw s) may be a state that is halted but that ontains a di erent
system of programs than s.
The following equivalen e relation is espe ially interesting.
(defun == (a b) (equal (stepw a) (stepw b)))

A trivial theorem we an prove is (== s (step s)): s is related by == to
the result of stepping it on e, i.e., to the result of exe uting the next primitive
instru tion.
Here is another theorem, illustrating the trivial theorem above for the parti ular ase when the next instru tion is of the form (load var).
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(defthm ==-load
(implies
(and (equal (next-instru tion all-sta k)
`(load ,var)))
(== (make-state all-sta k
heap
lass-table)
(make-state
(push
(make-frame
(+ 1 (p (top all-sta k)))
(lo als (top all-sta k))
(push (binding var
(lo als (top all-sta k)))
(sta k (top all-sta k)))
(program (top all-sta k)))
(pop all-sta k))
heap
lass-table)))
:rule- lasses nil)

This theorem exhibits the state hange aused by load: it in rements the program ounter by 1 and pushes the value of the given variable onto the sta k.
Su h theorems an be used to make ACL2 drive a symboli omputation forward, over an arbitrary number of known instru tions. We do not dis uss in this
paper how we ontrol ACL2's rewriter.
Here is another theorem.
(defthm ==-invokestati -fa t
(implies
(and (equal (next-instru tion all-sta k)
'(invokestati "Math" "fa t" 1))
(Math- lass-loadedp lass-table)
(equal n (top (sta k (top all-sta k))))
(natp n))
(== (make-state all-sta k heap lass-table)
(make-state
(push
(make-frame (+ 1 (p (top all-sta k)))
(lo als (top all-sta k))
(push (fa t n)
(pop (sta k (top all-sta k))))
(program (top all-sta k)))
(pop all-sta k))
heap
lass-table))))
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This theorem shows how to step over an invokestati instru tion that alls
the "fa t" method in our "Math" lass: in rement the program ounter by 1,
pop the argument n o the sta k, and push (fa t n) in its pla e.
This theorem is exa tly analogous to ==-load above. It allows "fa t" to
be treated like a primitive instru tion. Furthermore, no \ lo ks" or instru tion
ounting is required to either state or prove this theorem.
A lo ked interpreter for the TJVM is still useful be ause it an be used to
prove theorems about the number of instru tions a given omputation takes, a
state produ ed in a given number of instru tions, and parti ular intermediate
states in an in nite TJVM omputation path. The lo ked interpreter for the
TJVM is de ned below.
(defun stepn (s n)
(if (zp n) s (stepn (step s) (- n 1))))

For example, proving (not (haltedp (stepn s n))) establishes that s never
halts, a theorem that annot be stated in terms of ==.
There are ni e lemmas relating stepn to ==. One is
(defthm ==-stepn
(== (stepn s n) s))

whi h allows a lo ked theorem to be lifted to an un lo ked theorem. For example, if we know that exe uting a ertain state a ertain number of instru tions
produ es a desirable result state, then we know that result state is == to the
initial state. Another theorem is alled the \Y" theorem be ause it relates two
states whose tra es have a ommon suÆx.
(defthm ==-Y
(implies (== (stepn s1 n)
(stepn s2 m))
(== s1 s2))
:rule- lasses nil)

The Y theorem implies that if the paths from s1 and s2 interse t, then (== s1
s2), even if they are both nonterminating.

6 Con lusion
We have shown several ways to use en apsulate to introdu e fun tions into
ACL2 that are partially de ned by their axioms. The three basi methods are
(i) exhibit a witness, (ii) show that the de nition terminates on a spe i ed
domain by exhibiting a domain expression and a measure, or (iii) use a tail
re ursive de nition. In the ase of termination on a given domain, one may be
able to hoose a domain on whi h the re ursion is losed. All three methods are
implemented in our defpun ma ro, the sour es of whi h are available on the Web
[4, 6℄.
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Partial de nitions may be satis ed by fun tions that are not obviously suggested by the omputational (i.e., indu tion-based) interpretation of the equation. We have o ered examples of su h witness fun tions and hope that by ontemplating these examples ACL2 users will be able to reate suitable witnesses
for partial de nitions of interest.
Partial de nitions may de ne unique fun tions but more often de ne families
of fun tions. When termination and losure is proved on a spe i ed domain, our
ma ro an be used to automati ally prove the uniqueness of the partial fun tion
on the domain.
Computation of partial fun tions on expli it onstants is not addressed in
this paper. The uniqueness result for losed domain-restri ted fun tions o ers
one method of using omputation to evaluate su h partial fun tions. The ACL2
ommunity is exploring the idea of asso iating omputation rules with de nitions
(sometimes alled the \defexe idea") and we imagine this idea will eventually
allow defpun to install omputational methods for some fun tions.
We have demonstrated a variety of theorems about partial fun tions. All
the theorems mentioned have been proved with ACL2 and most exploit proof
te hniques familiar to experien ed users. We have not shown how we proved these
theorems. But the lemmas and hints used are available on the Web. Knowing
that it is possible to prove theorems about partial fun tions will enable users to
learn how to do it when it is ne essary.
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